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Science Inspires Art 
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Higgs reaches the mass. 



Eternal question of mankind 

What principles govern the energy, matter, space and time 

at the most elementary level? 

 
How will it evolve in the future? 
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• To answer these questions, great minds sometimes faced (disturbing) facts 

and interpreted them correctly  breakthroughs were accepted slowly. 

 

Example :  

• Experiments showed that light traveled on nothing.  

       This was  unexpected turn of events. 

 

• Einstein postulated:  there is no absolute reference frame for motion in the 

universe   

       the speed of light must be the same in all reference frames: Relativity! 

 

Another type  of triumph of human intelect: 

      Discovery of Higgs boson in 2012, postulated 50 years earlier 

         human understanding of Nature  reaches new height. 



  Cartoon of our Universe 

Today 
13.7 Billion Years 

1028 cm 

 1. Quantum gravity era: t≈ 10-43 s 1032 K       
(1019 GeV, 10-34m) 

 3. Protons and neutrons formed: 
  t ≈ 10-4 s,  1013 K (1 GeV, 10-16 m) 

•4. Nuclei are formed t = 3 minutes,  
•    109 K    (0.1 MeV, 10-12 m)  

Big Bang 

(30 K) 

2. LHC  10-12 s, 1016 K 

(104 GeV, 10-20 m) 
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Energy =kT 

 Length scale  = hc/E 
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10 thousand km 

Connection with our Universe 
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We belong to Milkyway galaxy 
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A typical galaxy: 100 million  (10 8) larger than the earth! 

Contains a million million of stars! 

Our universe contains hundred thousand million (10 11) galaxies 
 10 23 stars   : all made up of same elements of matter! 
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 LHC 

Present Wisdom 
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• All behaviour of the matter particles (fermions) can be explained in terms of  
few forces carried by the exchange / carrier particles (bosons):  simplistic  
nature of basic rules. 

• Connects the largest with the smallest entities. 

All interactions behaved  
as a single one when the  
universe was  much  
younger and hotter 
 idea of unification! 
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Elementary particles and their masses  

• constituents of everyday matter 

Matter: 

We had a lack of wisdom: how to describe  
the whole picture cohesively?  
Appreciation of beauty came to rescue. 
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the missing 
piece till now 

The carriers: 
1) g for electromagnetic interaction 
2) W ±, Z for weak  .. 
3) 8 gluons for strong .. 



Five fold symmetry 
Radial symmetry 

Reflection/Bilateral symmetry 

Dogma of Symmetry 

Symmetry has practical uses too.  (a) position of pivot in load balance  

                                                                  (b) 2 eyes  correct judgment of distance. 
11 
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Highlights of 20th century physics 

• Special relativity 

• General Relativity 

• Quantum Mechanics 

• Quantum Field Theory 

• Standard Model of elementary particles  

       and their interactions 

First example of embedded symmetry in physical law: 
• Newton’s law:   F = m   a 
 
• Covariant  under  rotations  F,    a    changes in the same way under rotation. 
 
• Invariant under  Galilean transformations  F,  a  do not change. 

Mathematics         Physics 

• Calculus 

• Complex numbers/functions 

• Differential geometry 

• Group theory 

• Hermitian operators, Hilbert space 

•…. 

Noether, 1915 :  Any global symmetry leads to some conservation law. 
eg., invariance under space translation          momentum conservation. 
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 A symmetry of a physical system is a physical or mathematical  feature 
 of the system (observed or intrinsic)  that is "preserved" under some change. 
 
Ex.1:  The temperature of a room   translational symmetry. 
     2:  Symmetry of a mathematical function:  a2c + 3ab + b2c 

Symmetry considerations 

Electromagnetism Maxwell’s equations: 
• First attempt to combine electricity and magnetism. 
• Invariant under Lorentz transformation.  
• Also invariant under gauge transformation. 

• Define scalar (f) and vector (A) potentials related to electric & magnetic fields : 
  E = −∇f − ∂A/∂t,   and   B = ∇ × A 
 
• E  and  B remains unchanged even if we change the potentials as :   
 f′ =  f − ∂L/∂t   and  A′ = A + ∇L,  where  L is a  function of (x, t). 

Gauge transformation 
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• Quantum Mechanics is invariant under a change in the phase of the wave  
   function:   Ψ’ = e iθ Ψ  
 

• EM interaction can naturally be introduced into QM by demanding that the 
Lagrangian should be invariant  under local (space-time  dependent) phase 
transformations:  Ψ’ = e iL (x,t) Ψ  
 
• For historical reasons, this invariance under local phase transformation is  
   called GAUGE symmetry. 
 
• However, when the derivative terms in the Lagrangian act on L(x,t), the invariance 
is spoilt due to extra terms.  
• To cancel these extra terms and restore the invariance,  
    one has to introduce a vector field into the theory. 
 
•  This vector field transforms  under gauge transformations, exactly as  EM field. 
   identify this vector field with the electromagnetic field which mediates 
interaction among charged particles 
  role of photon defined in EM interaction from logical  considerations. 

Gauge symmetries: basic idea 
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Neutrino 

Rudimentary introduction of weak interaction 

• Responsible for some kinds of radioactivity 
• Only force neutrinos can feel 
• Carried by weak bosons : charged or neutral 
•Typically very slow process: Carbon-14 decay takes 6,000 years! 

weak 

Observation:  mediators  are ~ 100 times  the proton 
 mass range  of weak force  ~ 1/100 of proton radius 

EM and weak forces on the same footing? 

EM force : only one, neutral carrier (g) 
Weak force: both neutral (Z0) and charged (W ± )  
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• Enrico Fermi was the first to write down a theory of  
  beta decay (1934),  with the name neutrino coined by Pauli 

• Improved theory (1956): Intermediate Vector Bosons : 
 Sudarshan and  Marshak            Feynman and GellMann        

•  Current-current form of  interaction 

W- 

electromagnetism  



•  The GAUGE principle: the requirement of invariance under gauge symmetry 
                                          creates the interaction. 
 
•  Invariance under the symmetry requires the photon  to be mass-less. 
• This matches well with experimental observation of infinite range of EM interaction. 
 
•  EM interaction described by field theory, Quantum electrodynamics, is the most 
successful theory to date. 
 eg., predicts correctly the  magnetic moment of the electron to 12 significant 
digits! 
 
• This success paves the way to apply similar ideas for weak and strong forces.  
  mediators of  interactions could be invoked naturally from the principle of 
invariance of the Lagrangian.  
 
•    Standard model encompasses EM, Weak and Strong interactions. 
 
Electromagnetic and weak interactions are  combined together in a single  
Electroweak theory   Carriers (boson) : photon (g) , W+, W- and  Z 0 .  

Standard Model of Particle Physics 
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Evolution of the universe in relevant context: 
 
• When the universe was much hotter  the particles were all  massless. 
• In  the process of cooling down some of the symmetries were lost 
spontaneously.  
Electroweak symmetry breaking  caused photon to remain  massless while     
      W± and Z0 particles became massive.  
Short range of weak interaction is incorporated naturally at lower energies. 

Origin of mass for weak gauge bosons  

• Now carriers of weak interaction are charged W+, W- should couple to photon. 
  
• Invariance under the symmetry requires  all the carrier particles to be massless. 
However weak interaction is  short-ranged!   
 the messengers, W and Z, must be  massive  particles! 
 
But massive particles break the symmetry of the basic mathematical structure! 
 
• Question: How do  W and Z particles become massive?   
   Ans.: Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking mechanism 
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Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking 

In nature we have examples where the symmetry gets broken up spontaneously! 
 
 
Eg.,  a ferromagnet below and above the Curie temperature. 

Points to note: 
• Equations describing the system are invariant under some  symmetry. 
 
• Ground state of a system breaks the symmetry in dynamics. 
 
• Close to the ground state at low energy the symmetry  appears to be lost. 

  phase transition 
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Nambu:  Symmetry disappears at low energy,   
                  reappears at high energy. 
                    Nobel prize , 2008 
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The recognized giants of the standard model 

•  1967:  Steven Weinberg and Abdus Salam used their ideas to  
build  a model of electron mass and weak boson mass. 

• Also earlier ideas by Sheldon Glashow. 

Nobel prize in 1979 

Weinberg           Salam             Glashow 

Nobel  prize in 1999 

• Not much attention paid to 1967 work until 1972 
paper by Gerard ’t Hooft and Martinus Veltman,  

      which relied even more explicitly on Higgs’ idea 

‘t Hooft              Veltman 

It was indeed time for the proponents  of Higgs sector! 
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1.  Francois Englert and Robert Brout at Brussels 
2.  Peter Higgs in Edinburgh 
3.  Gerald Guralnik, Carl Hagen and  Tom Kibble at London 

The mechanism of symmetry breaking in physical systems studied in 1960s  
 
During 1964, several  groups utilized this idea  to explain the phenomenon 
of mass generation of carrier particles in electroweak theory. 

Mechanism of mass generation  
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Predicament: 
The price of symmetry breaking  
 the list of the fundamental particles  got 
extended  by at least one new particle of 
spin 0. 
 The HIGSS BOSON  
 one of its own kind in SM. 



The drag in movement 

• Simply put, there is an all  pervading Higgs field. 
 
•     All  particles necessarily interact with it and thereby acquiring mass. 
 
•    Coupling of a particle  with Higgs boson depends on its mass.  
 
•    The Higgs field also interacts with itself as well resulting in its own mass! 
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Elegance of  idea of unification 

Standard model  is based on several hallmarks of the science:  
 
• Unification  of electricity and magnetism in 19th century 

 
• Marriage of relativity and quantum mechanics in 20th century 
 
• Symmetry principles guide the overall structure: 
  gauge symmetries dictating the bosons,  massless particles,  spins of particles, 
 
• The external or additional structure  explains the origin of mass. 
     BEH mechanism: Higgs boson 
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Why was the Higgs discovery so important 

•   Results of  all the past experiments matched well to the theoretical prediction of       
Standard Model   corresponding theoretical description is correct.  
 
•   Success of standard model crucially depended on the experimental confirmation    
of  the “Higgs mechanism”    the existence of the Higgs boson.    
 
•  We have now all  the  essential members of the particle zoo in SM.  

Timeline  for Higgs boson 

•  Hypothesized in 1964 
• Searches began only  ~1980  
• Picked up steam in the 1990s 
• Still, the particle eluded   thousands of clever   physicists working at a 
  series  of increasingly powerful   particle accelerators around the world. 



The simplest test of this  hypothesis :  observe  the Higgs boson experimentally. 
 produce the particle physically in laboratory  
 
Accumulate sufficient energy density in controlled fashion, such that Higgs boson 
is produced E= mc2,    if  nature had it any time during its evolution. 
 
But we did not know its mass, which could be anything between 0 to 1000 GeV! 
 
• Pre-LHC experiments and other theoretical  considerations restrained the range 
  roughly ~ 114 – 750 GeV. 

LHC is built to find the Higgs boson,  
OR, 

to resolve the issue of mass generation of the carriers of weak interaction. 
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The Hunt  

Notably, the immensely complex LHC project has  lived up to the 

expectations!!! 

Discovery of  Higgs boson announced on July 4, 2012. 

We still need to know which variety of Higgs boson it is. 



What happens in LHC experiment 

Proton-Proton             1380 bunch/beam 
 
Protons/bunch             2. 1011 

 
Beam energy                4 TeV 
 
Luminosity                   7.5*1033  /cm 2/s 
 
Crossing rate               20 MHz 
 
Total event rate          5.4*108 Hz 
 
 Higgs production      <1 Hz 

Summer, 2012 

• 80 Million electronic channels 
  per experiment, ready for data/25 ns. 

 
20 years to build, 20 years to 
operate. 

25 
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LHC is a Higgs factory 

LHC Run1 Integrated  luminosity  ~ 25 /fb 
Peak instantaneous luminosity  ~7.8/nb/s 

Event rate  R= s L 

Similar figure for  CMS experiment 

0.5 Million Higgs produced at each 
 experiment  till now. 

Bulk of data has multiple collisions  
recorded within a single window of 
detector  “event” 

2 major multipurpose experiments  
• A Toroidal LHC Apparatus (ATLAS) 
• Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) 
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Foundation for Higgs search: stairways to heaven 
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Yesterday’s  discovery is today’s  background AND  signal  as well! 



Higgs  production at LHC 

For 125 GeV Higgs 

Relative rates of different  
production modes 

• Higgs coupling depends on the mass of the particle. 
• At LHC the gluon density in proton  is much higher  than quarks. 
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Main decay channels of Higgs 

Final states 1-5 has manageable background rates 

Different  decays involve Higgs couplings to  
Fermions, boson at tree level  
AND sometimes through loops: eg, Hgg, Zg 
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Measurement channels 

High resolution 
 
Low resolution 
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It was not that difficult! 



After the discovery 

• Lot of efforts towards identifying the resonance 

• Remarkable progress in understanding the Higgs sector 

• Observation in boson channels : WW, ZZ, gg 

• Evidence in fermion channels 

• Mass and width determined 

• Combined fits to couplings assuming minimal spin-o structure 

• Studied of kinematics in bosonic channels to test the structure of the couplings 
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From first sketch of Higgs sector to more precision studies  with Run1 data. 
Much more remains to be done in coming years.  
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Higgs decay to gauge bosons 
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Higgs decay to fermions 

• H gg : discovery 
  124.7 GeV Higgs  boson found with 5.7 s significance  in dipoton channel 
 
• H  tt : evidence 
  3,2 s significant excess above background, compatible with 125 GeV Higgs 
 
• ttH combination: excess 
   overall excess measured driven by leptonic channels. 

• Couplings to fermions and bosons  
      verified with an accuracy of ~ 30% 
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Signal Strength 

sobs /sSM  = m   
 measure of signal   strength compared to SM expectation. 



Signal strength 

Higgs couplings are well defined theoretically. 

The signal strength measured in experiments match well   
with theoretical prediction 

m = 1.0 ± 0.13 
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Measurement of mass 

 CMS : 125.03 ± 0.26 (stat.)  ± 0.14 (syst.) GeV 
ATLAS: 125.36 ± 0.37 (stat.)  ± 0.18 (syst.) GeV 

Use resonance structure to measure mass in high resolution channels  (1-2%)  

  Mass measured by both experiments compatible within errors   
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Determination of Spin-Parity  (JP) state 

• Higgs is the only particle known so far to have spin = 0   scalar boson 
      But it could be different! 
• Theoretical arguments forbids it to have spin =1, since it decays to 2 photons 
• It could have spin = 2  
• Spin-parity and tensor structure probed with kinematic information 

 
• Spin-parity studies : no real measurement . 
     Experiments have tested alternative  hypotheses utilizing kinematics of decay       
products: O+ or something different?  

 

JP hypothesis of 0+ favoured  
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There my be 2 Higgs particles, of  slightly  different other  properties, eg, JP 

eg:   2m
+  : Kaluza Klein graviton like with minimum coupling 

         2b
+  : Kaluza Klein graviton like with standard model in the bulk 

         2h
+  : BSM tensor with higher dimension operators. 

         2h
-  : BSM pseudo-tensor with higher dimension operators. 

 
Not possible to determine with H ZZ4l mass 
But presence of a 2nd state would modify the decay kinematics. 
 The fraction of the 2nd state may be determined  using 

  Are there degenerate states? 

All fractions consistent with 0 
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Higgs couplings to fermions and bosons  

• Cross section measurement mixes the couplings: 

• Assume the actual couplings are  modified compared to SM     

V = vev =246 MeV 

If SM, K I =1 

• Assuming SM  particles in the loop only,  
the rate for  gg H  gg, will be modified   
 
• Or there could be new particles in the loop. 
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 bosonic couplings with  
custodial symmetry 

 fermionic couplings 

Loop-induced  couplings  

Top coupling from 
 ttH measurement 

Effective couplings 

Contribution from  new  physics 

From ggH and Hgg coupling 
Otherwise 
• No assumption on  
Custodial symmetry 
• No BSM in loops and 

decays 
 

Measurement of couplings 

consistent with minimal scalar 
 sector (only 1 Higgs boson). 
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Measured cross sections 

Theoretically, naturel width of Higgs:  GH  ~ mH 3 

 
For mH = 125 GeV, , GH ~ 4 MeV 
 

 In Narrow Width Approximation,  

We measure  

Production  (P)                decays  (X) 

Higgs Coupling to P at production  

Higgs Coupling to X for decay  

Want to disentangle the couplings 
using multiple final states 
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Given the mass, now use global fit to measurements to estimate total decay width     
 fix  unmeasured modes to SM predictions.   
 
• Width is related to the coupling of all massive particles. 

 
• If Higgs couples to any new massive particles   total decay width may or may not 
      be affected 
 
• Direct measurement of Higgs  width in H ZZ 4l  channel  G H < 3.4 GeV  
 
•  Higgs coupling to SM particles could be different than prescribed in SM. 
 rescale the  branching ratios of all decay modes. 

 Global measurement of Higgs width   
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• Is invisible decay of Higgs boson possible? Certainly! 

• Higgs can decay “invisibly” in SM via process H→ZZ*→νννν (Branching ~0.1%)  

 

• Current LHC results do not exclude the possibility of a sizeable decay branching 
ratio to invisible particles of the discovered Higgs boson candidate. 

 

 

eg, H  to stable or long-lived particle(s) which can’t be detected in experiments 

 H decays to a pair of dark matter (DM) particles which have very low          
interaction probability with SM particles. 

 

 Even  H could be a mediator between SM particles and DM: Higgs portal model 

 H plays a role in early evolution of the universe. 

Invisible decay of Higgs boson 

. Br(H invisible particles) < 50% 
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GH
total

   = Si G
i
H    + GH  

BSM          Gi
H = partial width in SM for ith decay mode.      

Decays to  non-standard model particles     



Higgs interferometry 

2 paths for same initial and final state  
 presence of interference term  in the total cross section 
  
(i) gg ZZ  4 leptons (continuum production) 
(ii)  gg H ZZ  4 leptons (resonance production) 

• Simultaneous fit  of  4lepton invariant mass 
      distribution  in the on-shell region and 
      off-shell (M(4l) > 2MZ   regions provide 
      much better constraint on  width 
 

Measured  G H < 22 MeV  ~ 4 GH 
SM 
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Scattering of longitudinal  vector bosons 

Each diagram ~ s2 

Unitarity restored  by scalar Higgs 

• Taming the rate could be managed by  other resonances, complex  
      objects,  multi-Higgs models, noHiggs, ..  
 Experiment will tell us 
 
 
The rate measurement of scattering at  
high energies is a crucial test of  
electroweak symmetry  breaking  (EWSB) 
Mechanism. 

LSB > 1TeV 

SB sector  

strongly coupled ds/dM(VV) 

LSB < 1TeV 

SB sector  

weakly coupled 

WW self interaction diagram also to be taken into account for WW scattering.  
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No exotic discovery as yet 

• A large number of exotic models for beyond standard 
  model physics has been tested up to ~ TeV energy scale at LHC. 

 
• Only very few actually addresses more than one issue which 
      presently  makes standard model not so loveable. 
 
•  125 GeV Higgs indeed make standard model extendable to very large energy. 
 
• In such a case the fate of the universe depends on the precise values of top quark 

and the Higgs boson! 
  
• The rise in centre of mass energy at LHC in next run,  gives access to new  territory 

for the search of the unexpected . 
      – but Higgs boson discovery  has  opened up new possibilities 
  
• The scalar sector may be the essential key to understand the universe! 

 

• We are indeed  a bit clueless at the moment 
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• Just in 2 years time LHC experiments have moved from discovery to  precision 
physics era in Higgs sector. 
 

• 125 GeV Higgs has been extensively characterized with Run1 data. 
•  Current measurements are  in agreement with minimal Higgs mechanism. 
 
Established : Origin of mass (scalar field BEH mechanism)  of particles in a quantum 
field theory  with local (point-like) gauge  interaction. 
 Fantastic achievement. 
 
Starting from a reductionism strategy: question of structure of matter  evolved into 
the question of origin of interactions (local gauge symmetries) and matter 
(interaction with Higgs field) 
 
• Some of the effects of  new physics  can still  be accommodated within  the 

present uncertainties. 
• Also very rare processes are yet to be observed. 
 
• We still need to measure  the self-coupling of Higgs  

Summing it up 
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What next? 

Lord Kelvin in 1900:  
there is nothing new to be discovered  in physics now. All that remains is 
more and more precise measurement. 
 
 

Albert Michelson in  1903:  
The more fundamental laws and facts  of physical science have all been 
discovered, and these are so firmly established that the possibility of their ever 
being supplemented in consequence of new discoveries is exceedingly remote. 

And then there was 
Relativity, Quantum Mechanics, anti-matter, cosmic microwave background, … 
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This is only the beginning  of LHC story. 
Learn from the past. 



Desparately hoping 
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“What we know is a droplet, 
 what we don’t know is an Ocean”   

Sir Isaac Newton (1643-1727) 

Last word 

Thank you! 
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Backup 
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Data rates @ CMS as foreseen more than 15 years back 

event size ~ 1MB 
 p-p interaction rate  @ √s = 7/8 TeV ~ O(108)Hz 
 data collection rate ~ 600 Hz (prompt reconstruction)  + 400 Hz (parked data)  

Trigger with e, m, jets,missing enery 
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• Measuring the Higgs self-coupling is the key point to prove the electroweak 
symmetry breaking mechanism. 

 

• Higgs potential is give by: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Observing two Higgs boson in the event is the only way to prove the self 
coupling. 

 

• Accurate measurement may indicate the extension of Higgs sector, if any.  

Higgs Self-coupling 
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Upper limit on spin-independent DM-nucleon cross section 

Note: 90% CL UL is used for all experimental measurements. 
CMS limit: < 51% 
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Minimal recapitulation of statistical jargons 

Define sobs /sSM  = m   measure of signal strength compared to SM expectation 

• Background distribution mostly Gaussian  

 stability of result expressed in  terms of width s of the Gaussian. 

 

• Greater  the significance (s)   minor the p-value  

 lower is the  chance that the observed excess is due to background 

fluctuation. 

 

• 5σ, or p-value = 2.87 x 10-7  
  probability that the observed excess is a 

statistical fluctuation of background only 1  time of each 3 million and half 

experiments [1/p]. 

DHEP seminar 


